Quantum Agriculture the new paradigm
When the first book on Quantum Farming in 1988 came out it
was a great success. Then as we moved into more quantum
technology devices we increased the productivity even more.
Now we make the technology very affordable and easy to use.
The QT QX technology for farms uses orgone, Schuman field,
and many other Quantum technologies to help the farm work
without chemicals. For infor mation go to our website
http://quantumagriculturetechnology.com/

Quantum Agriculture
The most holistic agricultural system

The basics for approaching agricultural management using quantum agriculture concepts
include chemistry, basic physics, soil science, microbiology, biodynamics, homeopathy,
naturopathy, and Chinese medical principles, energy manipulation using raidionic
principles and of course quantum physics.
Practitioners of quantum agriculture take into account a holistic view when diagnosing
problems with soil or plants. This includes looking at the life within the soil, insect life and
the overall look of the foliage, the speed at which mulch incorporates into the soil,
mycelium webbing in the soil and complexity of plant root structures.
Plants are like all living things describable as electromagnetic biological entity’s, what this
means is they are a biological physiology with an electromagnetic energy flow. The
biological part is obvious, but the electromagnetic part is not so obvious, most people will
be aware of the visual aspect of this energy, the external component commonly known as
the aura.
The energy flow is directly connected to the health and biology of the soil but more
importantly to the paramagnetic flow of energy within the soil. It is for this reason
conventional agriculture, hydroponics and even aquaponics does not grow energetically
organised crops, food grown in this way in some cases may be equally nutrient dense and
comparable to some organically grown produce, but it will not be energetically balanced or
as complex in it’s cellular structure.
Paramagnetics can be disturbed in many ways, including dragging steel implements
through the soil, which has the effect of positively charging soil particles which destroys
the north south polar requirement to carry a charge and so acts the same as energy
blockages within the meridians in human beings. The chaotic restructuring destroys
energy carrying capacity, not to mention compaction and the decreased porosity, which
have their own detrimental outcomes.
The use of water-soluble fertilizers also creates unorganised energy and a watery cellular
structure in comparison to wild harvest or well-grown organic produce. The importance of
soil paramagnetic flow is not widely understood, and is not taken into account in
conventional agricultural practices. When comparisons and assessments of conventional
verses organic produce are undertaken, nutrient and enzyme complexity as well as
cellular integrity is never taken into account, these factors are as or more important than
nutrient density its self.
AGRICULTURAL RADIONICS OR AGRIONICS
Write by Hugh Lovel
One of the most spectacular results of radionics has been in the field of agriculture. Early
on it was used for insect control, and later for balancing the soil, creating homeopathics
for soil, plant and animal, balancing the energy fields on the farm and its buildings,
energizing seeds and working with mother nature to create healthy crops. Agricultural
radionics is complementary to both organic and biodynamic farming which by themselves
are self-sustaining systems without the use of chemical fertilizers, weed poisons, and
pesticides. An estimated five thousand farmers have been trained in the use of radionics
to date and the list is growing every year.
More about Radionics
Radionics is closely related to the art of dowsing, also called radiesthesia. A principal

difference is that radionics uses instrumentation. These instruments are sometimes
referred to as electronic scanners or "black boxes".
At its roots, radionics and radiesthesia rest on a set of assumptions:
That there are subtle fields of energy associated with everything in nature. For the sake of
visualization, these might be thought of as similar to the magnetic fields associated with
magnets.
That these fields provide the blueprint for the growth and development of plants or
animals, via communication with cellular DNA.
That these fields and their interactions can be detected by the human nervous system.
This ability is related to the intuitive or sixth sense and registers as a neuromuscular
reaction upon detection of subtle fields. This reaction is sometimes referred to as the
"dowsing response". The dowsing response may take several forms. Most often it is a
slight physical movement. In radionic systems, the dowsing response manifests for the
practitioner as an electrostatic sensation on the finger tips when rubbing the smooth
surface of the instrument detection plate, a change in the swing of a hand-held pendulum,
or as galvanic skin response— the change in electrical resistance on the skin as
measured with biofeedback and lie detector (polygraph) equipment.
Radionic instruments are tools that assist the human body's natural capabilities of subtle
field detection and interaction. They facilitate detection through the dowsing response;
help to discriminate among the various energy patterns; and measure their field-strengths.
The instruments also have qualities that assist in bringing about desirable changes in
subtle fields.
Subtle fields and subtle energies are understood to exist on the sub-atomic level. As such,
they are not designated as part of the electromagnetic spectrum, but are viewed as its
foundation and the foundation of all physical matter. Subtle energies have been described
in different terms, in both traditional mystical and theoretical scientific literature. Hindu,
Japanese and Chinese cultures refer to "prana", "ki" and "chi" respectively. Modern
investigators, such as Wilhelm Reich and Galen Hieronymus have called it "orgone" and
"eloptic" energy. Tom Bearden, an electrical engineer, and physicist Eldon Byrd refer to
"scalars". Dr. Philip Callahan, a retired U.S.D.A. entomologist, states there are almost 200
terms used internationally for the energy measured by radionics instruments.
The scientific basis for subtle energies can be found in the field of quantum physics, which
studies the nature of the sub-atomic world. The results of quantum experiments and
mathematical proofs lead physicists to the
conclusion that the universe is anything but ordinary in the way it is constructed or in how
it works. Some physicists now turn to Eastern and Western mystical traditions, noting the
parallels between scientific findings, and those, often ancient, metaphysical views of
nature.
Scientific research over the past three decades further documents the existence of subtle
anatomical structures in the human body, heretofore recognized only by practitioners of
Eastern philosophy, alternative medicine, and other metaphysical systems. These include
acupuncture meridians, acupuncture points, and chakras, also known as plexes.

While quantum physics and related research do not confirm the function and validity of
radionics, they suggest the universe may certainly be structured in a way that supports its
theory and practical application.

Reduce fertilizer bills: Excessive fertilizing, the use of anhydrous ammonia, and

Inc

tillage practices all destroy humic substances. The value of humates as a fertilizer
ingredient on most soils is more important than the application of conventional N-P-K
fertilizers. The reason is stimulation.
When there are adequate humates in the soil, the plants are stimulated to uptake nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium. In addition, the soil food web (soil microorganisms) functions
at maximum capacity to cycle organic matter like field stubble, breaking it down to release
nutrients. As well, other mineral and salt-bound nutrients are made available to the plant.
Seed germination is improved and so is root development.
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Improved Water efficiencies/ reduced compaction : If you’re finding you need
more fertilizer to maintain crop yields and there is more leaching into the ground water, you
have a lack of humates in your soils. A healthy fertile soil must contain sufficient carbon to
sustain life. Humic substances improves soil structure, creating air pockets, allowing water
to infiltrate and be held in the root zone; and for gas interchange with the atmosphere.
They act like water sponges, with the ability to hold seven times their volume in
water! Humic substances help stabilize soil temperatures and slow the rate of water
evaporation.
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“A living organism has the
astonishing gift of concentrating a
'quantum stream of order' on itself,
thus escaping the decay into entropic
thermodynamic chaos.” –
Erwin Schrödinger
...

What Is Quantum Agriculture and what are the benefits of using this method?
In a nutshell, quantum agriculture takes a holistic view. Nothing is left out of
consideration, and many things that have long been ignored assume key importance.
Quantum mechanics grew out of the realization that matter arises due to wave
functions which perfectly meet themselves. These vortices recur, concentrating charge
in self-organizing, self-reinforcing resonance and thus are stable.
Basically this means that everything in the universe is vibration, either free and
experienced in waves such as light, or bound in vortices in self-reinforcing, spiraling
fractals* such as protons and electrons. By working with the rules of quantum
mechanics using combinations of self-organizing patterns, such as the
biodynamic/homeopathic/ remedies we can accomplish seeming miracles of reducing
agricultural inputs while increasing crop quality.







Quantum/Biodynamic Farmers report the following results after treatment
with Biodynamic Preparation Patterns and Field Broadcasters
Reduction or elimination of chemical use and nitrogen inputs
Compacted soils revitalized and regenerated
Larger, denser root systems
Retained moisture in soils
Pests deterred to outside property boundaries











Less insect and fungal problems
Increased fruit size with better colour and taste
Longer shelf life of produce
Farmers receiving higher prices for their produce & fruit
Pastures and crops more drought and frost resistant
Thicker pastures carrying more stock
Weed infested paddocks self- sustaining with clover
Stock in extremely healthy and superior condition
Better weight gains in stock.
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FIELD BROADCASTING 25 YEARS ON

by Hugh Lovel

T. Galen Hieronymus introduced his first ‘Cosmic Pipes’ in the mid-1980s and shortly thereafter Jerry
Friedenstein introduced what he called ‘Towers of Power’. These were early versions of passive, selfdriven field devices using pattern energy to set up induction fields that enhanced biological processes.
The Hieronymus design in particular worked like a crystal radio set, driven by the charge differential
between the soil and the atmosphere.
Initially the concept was to increase soil vitality with beneficial patterns of energy. This could feed plants
better nutrition from the soil and improve agricultural results. Hieronymus’s early experiments indicated
energy patterns could be conveyed through copper wires and imparted at a receipt point represented
by any sort of ‘witness’. This witness could be a serum specimen, a photograph, a map or even a name
of a distinct person or place. This wasn’t a new concept, as Hieronymus patented his ‘eloptic’ analyser
based on these discoveries back in 1949.
Getting Started

Long ago I learned faith provides the courage to seek, and what you seek you find. In 1985 a neighbour
loaned me a copy of ACRES, USA, prodding me to look into Galen’s ‘cosmic pipe’. I then subscribed to
ACRES and found time to visit Galen and his wife Sarah at their Oasis slightly over an hour away in
Lakemont, GA. With my background in quantum physics everything made sense, as my university
professors had argued that quantum rules, such as non-locality, entanglement and coherence, applied
at every level of the universe. This was just what I had been looking for.
As a market gardener I grew many different kinds of crops, so Galen gave me one of his Cosmic Pipes to
experiment with. At first I didn’t know what I was doing and set it up against the bank below my chicken
coop. Galen and his wife Sarah visited, and he suggested the top plate had to be at least 8 feet away
from anything related to the ground to have enough head room to work, so I moved it out across the
driveway into a patch I was planting in corn where a Bray 2 test showed 278 lbs/acre phosphorous
despite previous signs of phosphorous deficiency. I’d thought to remedy that by placing valerian flower
juice (BD 507), a noted phosphorous remedy, in the reagent well. For sure, the corn grew robustly with
no signs of phosphorous deficiency, and initially I thought this was good.
Also I’d sowed carrots with a few radishes mixed in to mark the rows, and I was disappointed when the
radishes bloomed at four weeks and simply crispend and died in six—no radishes and no seed. That
seemed a little strange, but after two months scattered carrots started to bloom, and they too crispend
and died—no carrots, no seed. Very strange. Soon the corn started to tassel, but three weeks afterwards
only a few stalks had developed ears and presented silks. Even these made no corn. My tomatoes had
bloomed and burned up, and my peppers seemed to be going the same way. I was extremely puzzled,
and I asked myself, what was going on?
With a start, I realized the valerian flower juice [BD 507] in the reagent well had thrown everything out
of balance. The phosphorous process is a burning process that culminates in flowering, and due to the
Cosmic Pipe it had overwhelmed all the other biological processes.
Learning
Obviously Galen’s technology worked, but the message was to be careful with the reagent patterns. By
broadcasting nothing but the BD 507 I had thrown things seriously out of balance and over-stimulated
the phosphorous process all by itself. Over the years the issue of balance has turned out to be the most
damaging beginner’s error. As a solution, using my Hieronymus Analyser, I made a reagent that included
all of the biodynamic preparations (numbered 500-508) as well as a microbial culture and a fossil
humate fertilizer with a 5-3-3-2-2 analysis, and the results easily were the best I had experienced in
farming. However, that was 1988 and I still had a lot to learn.
The next year, for the first time, my old washed-out, eroded soils put in a genuinely good performance.
In October I visited Harvey Lisle, a biodynamic pioneer who lived in Ohio, and we made paper disc
chromatograms from my soils and produce crops. Urea showed up quite clearly in every chromatogram
except my compost. I had never used urea. To sort this out, I talked to Leland Taylor of Agronics in New
Mexico who manufactured the humate fertiliser with 5% nitrogen, and he said it was no secret, his fossil
humate, Rico Verde™, was boosted with urea. However, he explained, when applied to a garden or field

soil, the microbial activity nourished by the humates would convert the urea to amino acids within a day
or two. I’m sure that was correct.
But, obviously that did not apply to field broadcasting which put out the pattern without the bulk
microbial food. The only place I had enough microbial activity to keep the urea converted was in my
compost piles. No wonder I smelled a whiff of urea every time I fried one of my ‘yard’ eggs. As a
biodynamic farmer I was very sensitive to the difference between ‘funny’ nitrogen, such as urea, and
functional amino acid nitrogen, and thus I substituted Agronics’ raw humate, Clodbuster™, for the Rico
Verde™ in my reagents, whereupon the hint of urea disappeared. The eggs were the best ever, the
chickens were broody for the first time, and the farm seemed happy. This was a bit more than two years
on into experimenting with the Hieronymus Cosmic Pipe.
Epiphany
Over the following seven years my potato crops continually improved. However, over the last six of
those years I lost my tomato crop to decomposition just prior to ripening—a week earlier each year.
First it was the beginning of October, then it marched back across September to where at the last I lost
my tomatoes at the end of August. Mysteriously some kind of imbalance was building up.
Market gardening is very sensitive to the influences of the surrounding cosmos which constantly shift
this way and that. You always win some and lose some. This, however, was a consistent trend.
Eventually I realized the flaw in Galen’s concept was his Cosmic Pipe design built up the mineral,
biological, digestive and nutritive forces in the soil, but it entirely neglected the atmospheric processes
of photosynthesis, blossoming, fruiting and ripening. Potatoes are a crop very close to the soil, while
tomatoes are a crop of the atmosphere. By constantly building up the forces in the soil while neglecting
the atmosphere, things soon got to where my tomatoes never ripened but were digested while my
potatoes thrived—proof once again that the technology worked, but also proof it had to be applied in a
balanced way.
At this point I made a complete re-design with two wells, two circuits and two broadcast coils—one set
for the soil and another, mirror image of the first, for the atmosphere. In the bottom well I used
homeopathic potencies of all the lime polarity biodynamic preparations, and in the top well all the silica
polarity ones. And, because of having to face such wisecracks as, “Cosmic Pipe, eh? What do you smoke
in it?” I called my new design a Field Broadcaster since what it did was broadcast a patterned induction
field to the land. On my farm the following year I was hauling full loads of beautiful vine ripe tomatoes
to my markets. At this point I decided to manufacture and sell units.
Lessons in Manufacturing
From the start, Hieronymus’s worst design flaw was condensation of moisture inside the pipe. Unless
the pipe was sealed, daytime expansion of the air inside meant cool, moist air came back in at night, and
moisture would collect in the bottom and gradually fill up the tube. This affected the broadcast and the

results were not desirable. My new design made this a lot harder to happen. While manufacturing flaws
can occur, if the assembly is air tight and the well jars are seated with silicone caulk, this cannot occur.
While I published the basic design, both in ACRES, USA and ACRES Australia, there’s only so much
information one can give when it comes to manufacturing technique. I wanted individual farmers to
experiment. However, publishing plans was not meant to fuel commercial production. Lloyd Charles, an
Australian biodynamic farmer that I collaborated with to produce broadcasters in Australia, reckoned it
probably takes making 20 broadcasters to get on top of manufacturing technique so a reliable product is
produced, and I quite agree. Even then, given a 5 year warranty on defects and customer feedback,
manufacturing flaws turn up.
Quality control—thoroughness, skill, dedication and testing—are a product of learning experiences born
out of making mistakes. I’ve seen a lot of homemade field broadcasters with a variety of deficiencies,
and filling up with water is the leading cause of malfunction. One farmer in a high rainfall area of New
Zealand had a friend make him a broadcaster rather than order one from overseas. It filled up with what
I believe was high sodium water, because over a period of several years his soil sodium levels climbed
and climbed to where they were 4% of his CEC and more than double his potassium levels. This seriously
affected his production and frustrated all attempts at correction. From any ordinary point of view it
made little sense
Also, livestock—particularly cows or horses—like to rub up against the broadcaster and soon will snap it
off. This has turned out to be the second most common problem, is not covered under warranty, and it
can happen to any broadcaster lacking a secure corral. Accidents with equipment come under this
heading too.
Indiscriminate use of chemical fertilisers and poisons around the broadcaster or in its near vicinity is
another major concern. Twice I’ve seen entire banana plantations turn noticeably yellow when
glyphosate was applied around the base of their broadcasters.
Most alarming of all, one day while I was out a fellow called and left a message that he had built one of
my ‘cosmic pipes’ and put Black Flag™ in it—was that going to take care of his insects? Unfortunately he
didn’t leave a number, and this was back when we didn’t have smart phones that remembered callers’
numbers. A commercial insecticide such as Black Flag™ surely would have ‘taken care’ of his insects—
and also his dog, cat, kids, wife, etc. and himself. What’s left of him may be six feet under and pushing
up daisies. I guess he wasn’t thinking of the sixth commandment, Thou shalt not kill; but it’s amazing
how widespread the Cain mentality is. In the Biblical story, when Cain felt he had a problem with his
brother, Abel, his solution was murder. If a farmer doesn’t like a weed or an insect, the usual solution is
just kill it. Euphemistically this is called control, but personally, I think it is an extremely dangerous
approach.

On the Positive Side

On the other hand one broadcaster owner called me up, and with no pause for pleasantries said, “I
haven’t slept a wink in over a week.”
I responded, “What are you talking about?”
He blurted, “Even the dog and the cat are jumping out of their skins. What do I do?”
My response was, “Okay. What have you done?”
“I had a bag of Azomite™, and ever since I spread it around my Field Broadcaster I haven’t gotten a wink
of sleep.”
He sounded very distraught—almost in tears—and I was beginning to understand. I asked, “The whole
bag? How close to the broadcaster?”
“Yeah, the whole bag, maybe in an eight foot radius.”
“I see. Well look, you’d have been fine if you’d used a handful or two over that area, but Azomite™ is a
super high energy mineral, and the whole bag was a massive overdose. You need to scrape up as much
as you can and spread it out like a normal field application.”
This illustrates that whatever is going on in the immediate vicinity of the field broadcaster becomes part
of the patterns that are broadcast. The corollary is that balanced improvement of the soil in the
immediate vicinity of the broadcaster will have a favourable effect all over the property—just don’t
overdo it. We recommend to people that they spray a complex of biodynamic preparations around the
broadcaster when they install it. In America I usually recommend the Pfeiffer Field and Garden Spray
from the Josephine Porter Institute. In Australia I like to recommend the Soil Activator preparation
available from Biodynamic Agriculture Australia (02 6655 0566). As for what to plant around the
broadcaster, my favourite is a stinging nettle patch around the base.

Quantum Homeopathy
Via dowsing, Harvey Lisle was the first to discover that burying vials of various biodynamic preparations
in their physical form a couple inches deep along the east side of his Hieronymus Cosmic Pipe would
project these remedies into the broadcast. However, when he left these raw preparations there for

prolonged periods some undesirable effects occurred. This was the first clue that field broadcasting
worked better with homeopathic preparation patterns than with the raw materials. The physical
substances were overwhelming if not diluted so that their subtle patterns came to the fore.
While there are a lot of amazing success stories out there about putting physical materials or
preparations in the wells or next to the broadcast coils for a few days and then removing them, the key
to lasting success is removing them again.

For example, a dairy farmer in southeast Queensland had over 80% of his farm flooded for a couple
weeks. When the water receded the pastures were water logged and anaerobic. In a conference call
with other field broadcaster owners it was suggested he bury a vial of hydrogen peroxide alongside his
broadcaster for a few days, and he did. Almost immediately the pastures bounced back and started
growing, where across the highway his neighbour’s pastures remained sodden and bedraggled for more
than a month. After a few days this dairy farmer removed the vial, as advised, and things went well; but
try to imagine what would happen if hydrogen peroxide was part of the broadcast 24/7/365. It wouldn’t
take long before serious imbalances showed up.
I’ve done this sort of thing with solubor, and by the third day every animal on the farm, including the
rabbits and myself, had very, very loose stools. With copper sulphate the effects were so noticeable in
three weeks that everyone on the farm was complaining of going numb in any part of their bodies that
had received any sort of a recent electric shock, even a low grade one.
On the other hand, 30c potencies of various raw substances left in the wells for months and months
never showed any physical symptoms—although tissue tests showed the boron, copper, calcium,
molybdenum or whatever soon showed up in the plants.

Subtle Energies
The general category most pattern energy modalities fall into—like colour therapy, homeopathy, field
broadcasters and radionic devices—is called ‘subtle’ energy because these low level quantum effects
usually aren’t immediately physical like hammers, levers and gears. It takes paying attention to details,
as well as the overall picture and the progression of events, to realize what the effects are. Dowsing can
be used to detect extremely subtle effects, which is how Harvey Lisle noticed that any substance placed
in the soil adjacent to his Cosmic Pipe immediately affected the entire induction field of the broadcast.

A grazer in the Inland Empire north of Spokane, Washington recently told us he noticed the effects of his
broadcaster immediately because he had Lyme disease and the treatment caused something called a
Herxheimer Reaction from sudden, massive elimination of dead cells. His doctor had prescribed that he
take molybdenum supplementation for this, and the reagent package for his broadcaster had 30c
sodium molybdate in both top and bottom wells. Whenever he was on his property with the field
broadcaster his Herxheimer reaction was greatly reduced.
Another milestone was laid down in the early days by Mark Moeller, a radionic agricultural consultant
who worked with Hieronymus. Mark was the first to insist that that broadcasts must be limited to
individual properties, as we have neither the moral nor legal right to affect others’ properties without
their informed consent.
My hat’s off to Mark, but as far as I’m aware I was the first to realize that because of quantum
entanglement we could use aerial maps of the broadcaster owner’s property with the boundaries
marked, along with a written intent that defined the area of the broadcast. The result of this was an
even, resonant containment and build-up of the energetic patterns within the broadcast area, and a
large improvement in results.
These sorts of lessons arise from trained observation of natural processes by folks skilled in the
detection of imbalances and apt in finding corrective measures that increase and enhance beneficial
effects. In short, field broadcasters are best placed, maintained and programmed by people with an indepth familiarity with agriculture and a profound understanding of nature. To this end my wife, Shabari,
and I are training and certifying Quantum Agriculture graduates who are equipped to install and service
field broadcasters as an aspect of a comprehensive agricultural consultancy aimed at achieving
consistent quality results.
The Coattails of Change
Needless to say we feel considerable responsibility to warn against fraud. A new technology like this acts
as a magnet for fast talking scam artists who rely on gullibility and ignorance. Field broadcasting fits this
bill because few people are well grounded in quantum theory or how nature works in thriving, selfsufficient ecosystems. This makes it a risk to deal with anyone without a proven track record behind
them. There have been copies including out-and-out rip-offs of my designs for commercial purposes
along with re-printings of my articles, customer testimonials, photos and frequently asked questions
straight from my website. This is more than enough reason for us to train certified Quantum Agriculture
representatives.
Back in the early days I wanted everyone to understand the concepts and have access to the design to
experiment with. This has led to efforts by others to patent my design and/or to sell poorly
manufactured units. While I think I should have expected this, the part that worries me most is giving a
new technology a bad name. I don’t like seeing poorly made products sold in my name.

While beginners will make their own field broadcasters based on my published (copyright) design and—
with little or no experience with reagent patterns—achieve wondrous success, these folks are more or
less flying blind in a dense fog. Good luck you brave souls, pay close attention and wondrous things will
happen—but they won’t all be good. Mistakes are the key to learning, so take care to minimize risk,
have courage, and who knows what can be learned. Keep in touch, keep good records, ask questions
and please, share results. That way we all will learn. The application of subtle energies in agriculture is a
game changer on par with the development of the steam and internal combustion engines, and it
heralds a new age in agriculture.
On the other hand people who go straight into manufacturing and selling hardware using my design for
profit should contact me to work out a licensing agreement. I have had people blatantly rip me off and
advertise that they are selling “Hugh Lovel Broadcasters” while I had no oversight in their manufacture
and received nary a cent for either the use of my name and reputation or my copyright.
In Summary
My inadvertent beginner’s mistake of broadcasting the pattern of urea, which resulted in things growing
well even though it poisoned the environment with low grade nitrogen salts, illustrates how essential a
profound understanding of nature is for the success of field broadcasting. Nitrogen salts impair natural
nitrogen fixation, which is what we really want if our farms or gardens are to produce abundant, quality
results with little or no outside inputs while building soil to the benefit of mankind and the greater
ecology. Sure, broadcasting the resonant pattern of urea created physical urea throughout the farm.
Superficially it looked good, but nitrogen salts, including urea, are the antagonist of silica which is the
basis of transport and organic integrity. The long range effects are pests, diseases and less than optimal
nutrition. On the other hand, amino acid nitrogen, particularly the three sulphur containing amino acids
found in cell walls, connective tissues and transport vessels are synergistic with silica, and it is this amino
acid nitrogen that works with silica to give plants immunity to pests and diseases along with nutritional
density.
Unsurprisingly, silica is usually ignored in chemical agriculture where things look good on the surface,
but at a subtler level are profoundly askew. The result is loss of protoplasmic density, cosmetic
blemishes, disease and pest problems and a failure to raise the soil foodweb and the overall farm
ecology to the level of robust self-sufficiency.
From the start, the problem with chemical agriculture has been excitement with what superficially
looked great but at the core was rotten. Though agricultural science of the recent past is strewn with
bad examples, we need to achieve the highest level of scientific integrity in agriculture. As Liebig pointed
out, agriculture stands above all other professions. For all of the wonders of urbanization, sociologists
continue to point out that civilization is utterly dependent on agriculture. This means it is a matter of
greatest importance that we hold agriculture to the highest standard of integrity, as this will be reflected
in our culture.
This was true when Justus von Liebig penned his mea culpa in 1873, “Indeed, Herein Lies the Crux of My
Life”, and, it is every bit as true today. I believe it would be appropriate to redeem the great chemist and

father of chemical agriculture’s reputation. We must adhere to a high standard, and the application of
subtle energy patterns in agriculture may well help us accomplish that.

The worship of false doctrines must be destroyed I’ve long thought it sufficient in science to
teach the truth and to spread it. However, the glorification of falsehood must be annihilated to
establish a firm foundation for truth, and I’ve recently realized my error in agriculture was not
pursuing this further. As my final wish, I pass on the mission to cleanse my teachings of the
accumulated lies others have used to obscure them, lo these many years.
In truth, agriculture is both contemplative and spiritual Unfortunately almost no one realizes the
true beauty of agriculture—its inner spirituality and beingness. It warrants the best efforts of
science—not only because of its produce and the benefits it bestows on those who understand
the language of nature—but because it stands above all other vocations.
The Bondage of Error At one time, the view permeated my every fibre that plants obtained their
nourishment in soluble form. This view was false and was the source of my errant behaviour, but
the human mind is a curious thing and it sees nothing beyond its field of vision.
–Justus von Liebig, Indeed, Herein Lies the Crux of My Life
Hugh Lovel, author of the book A Biodynamic Farm and frequent contributor to ACRES, USA and ACRES
Australia is a multi-disciplinary scientist dedicated to abundant production of food of the highest quality
while regenerating soil fertility and environmental health. He farmed for 30 years in Georgia before
migrating to Australia as an agronomist, lecturer and consultant to growers from horticulture to grazing.
He believes the best results come from empowering farmers to be well-informed and self-reliant, and he
recommends only what is needed for best outcomes while saving growers money. Mixing detailed
explanations with practical examples, Hugh helps growers sort out problems of all types by learning to
identify their causes rather than merely treating symptoms. Using what he calls the Biochemical
Sequence and Comprehensive Testing, he points out how to interpret soils, crops, weeds and lab results
to grasp the key importance of sulphur, boron and silicon, which all too often go ignored.
Shabari Bird Lovel, Hugh’s partner and former neighbour of 32 years, teaches self-awareness through
Shamanism as well as food preparation, fermentation and preservation. She has a passionate interest in
agricultural ferments. Her late husband, Christopher Bird, co-authored Secret Life of Plants and Secrets
of the Soil.
Shabari works actively with Hugh to update the "Reagents" for their Field Broadcaster clients around the
world.

With Quantum Agriculture we can set the process
of Farming Correct

Homemade Phosphorus Fertilizer
Shabari Bird
Category:
Biodynamics, Farming, Soil, Website News
Verily, bones should never be wasted, and phosphorous fertiliser production as part of a
self-sufficient operation may require burning them. Gardeners may find they can
process left over bones through their wood heaters. In general, burned bones may
come from almost any source, and some will burn more easily than others. Burnt bones
can be crushed into powder and extracted with vinegar or other organic acids using
moderate heat to yield soluble phosphates for liquid applications, and if a little
elemental sulphur is needed, the vinegar stage is a good place to add it as a small
percentage of the total dry matter.

This crude phosphoric extract is useful diluted and combined with the vermiwash and a
homeopathic dose of biodynamic valerian preparation to jump start the phosphorous
process. Residual bone ash can be added to composts up to about 8 or 10% of the total
raw materials, or it can be dried and scattered thinly under fruit trees and flowering
shrubs.

Orgone
Orgone energy is a fringe science theory[1][2][3] originally proposed in the 1930s by Wilhelm Reich.[4] Reich,
originally part of Sigmund Freud's Vienna circle, extrapolated the Freudian concept of libido first as a
biophysical and later as a universal life force.[5] In its final conception, developed by Reich's student Charles
Kelly after Reich's death, Orgone was conceived as the anti-entropic principle of the universe, a creative
substratum in all of nature comparable to Mesmer's animal magnetism, the Odic force of Carl
Reichenbach and Henri Bergson's élan vital.[4] Orgone was seen as a massless, omnipresent substance,
similar to luminiferous aether, but more closely associated with living energy than inert matter. It could coalesce
to create organization on all scales, from the smallest microscopic units—called bions in orgone theory—to
macroscopic structures like organisms, clouds, or even galaxies.[6]
Reich's theories held that deficits or constrictions in bodily orgone were at the root of many diseases - and in
particular cancer - similar to the way in which deficits or constrictions in the libido could produce neuroses in
Freudian theory. He created the Orgone Institute to pursue research into orgone energy after he emigrated to
the US, and used it to publish literature and distribute material relating to the topic for more than a decade.
Reich designed special "orgone accumulators" - devices which ostensibly collected orgone energy from the
atmosphere - for purposes as diverse as improvement of general health, increaseorgastic potency,
and weather control.[1] Ultimately, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) obtained a federal injunction
barring the interstate distribution of orgone-related materials, on the grounds that Reich and his associates
were making false and misleading claims, and later jailed Reich and destroyed all orgone-related materials at
the institute after Reich violated the injunction.[3]
Orgone is regarded by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine as a type of "putative
energy", a model which some therapists use for clinical procedures, but which is untestable or defies
measurement.[7] There is no empirical support for the concept of orgone in medicine or the physical sciences,
and research into the concept ceased with the end of the Institute.[2]

History

The concept of orgone belongs to Reich's later work, after he immigrated to the US. Reich's early work was
based on the Freudian concept of the libido, though influenced by sociological understandings with which
Freud disagreed but which were to some degree followed by other prominent theorists such as Herbert
Marcuse and Carl Jung. While Freud had focused on a solipsistic conception of mind in which unconscious and
inherently selfish primal drives (primarily the sexual drive, or libido) were suppressed or sublimated by internal
representations (cathexes) of parental figures (the superego), for Reich libido was a life-affirming force
repressed by society directly. For example, in one of his better known analyses Reich observes a workers'
political rally, noting that participants were careful not to violate signs that prohibited walking on the grass;
Reich saw this as the state co-opting unconscious responses to parental authority as a means of controlling
behavior.[8] He was expelled from the Institute of Psycho-analysis because of these disagreements over the
nature of the libido and his increasingly political stance. He was forced to leave Germany very soon after Hitler
came to power.[9]

Reich with one of his cloudbusters, a device which could influence weather by altering levels of atmospheric orgone.

Reich took an increasingly bioenergetic view of libido, perhaps influenced by his tutor Paul Kammerer and
another biologist, Otto Warburg.[10] In the early 20th century, when molecular biology was in its infancy,
developmental biology in particular still presented mysteries that made the idea of a specific life
energy respectable, as was articulated by theorists such as Hans Driesch. As a psycho-analyst Reich aligned
such theories with the Freudian libido, while as a materialist he believed such a life-force must be susceptible
to physical experiment. He wrote in The Function of the Orgasm; "Between 1919 and 1921, I became familiar
with Driesch's 'Philosophie des Organischen' and his 'Ordnungslehre'... Driesch's contention seemed
incontestable to me. He argued that, in the sphere of the life function, the whole could be developed from a
part, whereas a machine could not be made from a screw..... However, I couldn't quite accept the
transcendentalism of the life principle. Seventeen years later I was able to resolve the contradiction on the

basis of a formula pertaining to the function of energy. Driesch's theory was always present in my mind when I
thought about vitalism. The vague feeling I had about the irrational nature of his assumption turned out to be
justified in the end. He landed among the spiritualists."[11]
The concept of orgone was the result of this work in the psycho-physiology of libido. After his migration to the
US, Reich began to speculate about biological development and evolution, and then branched out into much
broader speculations about the nature of the universe.[4] This led him to the conception of "bions": selfluminescent sub-cellular vesicles visible he believed were observable in decaying materials, and presumably
present universally. Initially he thought of bions as electrodynamic or radioactive entities, as had the Ukrainian
biologist Alexander Gurwitsch, but later came to the conclusion that he had discovered an entirely unknown but
measurable force, which he then named "orgone",[4] a pseudo-Greek formation probably from org- "impulse,
excitement" as in org-asm, plus -one as in ozone (the Greek neutral participle,
virtually *ὄργον,gen.: *ὄργοντος).[12]
For Reich neurosis became a physical manifestation he called "body armor"—deeply seated tensions and
inhibitions in the physical body that were not separated from any mental effects that might be observed.[13] He
developed a therapeutic approach he called vegetotherapy that was aimed at opening and releasing this body
armor so that free instinctive reflexes—which he considered a token of psychic well-being—could take over.

Evaluation
Orgone was closely associated with sexuality: Reich, following Freud, saw nascent sexuality as the primary
energetic force of life. The term itself was chosen to share a root with the word orgasm, which both Reich and
Freud took to be a fundamental expression of psychological health. This focus on sexuality, while acceptable in
the clinical perspective of Viennese psychoanalytic circles, scandalized the conservative American public even
as it appealed to countercultural figures like William S. Burroughs and Jack Kerouac.
In at least some cases, Reich's experimental techniques do not appear to have been very careful, or to have
taken precautions to remove experimental bias.[14] Nevertheless, conclusions based on these unreplicated
informal sensory observations by Reich and his associates are still regarded and relied upon as fact in current
publications by orgonomists. Reich was concerned with experimental verification from other scientists. Albert
Einstein famously agreed to participate, but thought Reich's research lacked scientific detachment and
experimental rigor; he found Reich's demonstrations of "orgone heat" inconclusive.[15]
Orgone and its related concepts were quickly denounced in the post-World War II American press.[16] Reich
and his students were seen as a "cult of sex and anarchy," at least in part because orgone was linked with the
title of his best-known book The Function of the Orgasm, and this led to numerous investigations as a

communist[17] and denunciation under a wide variety of other pretexts.[18] He was, as the New York Times later
put it, "much maligned".[19] The psychoanalytical community of the time saw his approach to healing diseases
as quackery of the worst sort, and they took his comments about UFOs out of context to make him look like a
charlatan.[20] In 1954 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration successfully sought an injunction to prevent Reich
from making medical claims relating to orgone, which (among other stipulations) prevented him from shipping
"orgone devices" across state lines.[21] Reich defied the order and was jailed, and the FDA took that opportunity
to destroy any of Reich's books which mentioned orgone, along with research materials and devices.[5][21][22][23]
Some of Reich's observations have been replicated by other researchers. Stefan Müschenich, in an
unpublished Master's thesis, has demonstrated effects of orgone accumulators on test subjects in keeping with
Reich's original descriptions, while a subjects exposed to a known "dummy box" showed no such effects.[24] As
of 2007, the National Institutes of Health database PubMed, and the Web of Science database, contained only
4 or 5 peer-reviewed scientific papers published (since 1968) dealing with orgone therapy.
Some psychotherapists and psychologists practicing various kinds of Body Psychotherapy and Somatic
Psychology have continued to use Reich's proposed emotional-release methods and character-analysis
ideas,[24][25][26] but use of orgone equipment is rare, limited mainly to therapists who have been trained in
"Reichian" institutions such as the American College of Orgonomy

Wilhelm Reich museum

Orgone in popular culture
Orgone was used in the writings of several prominent beat generation authors, who were fascinated by both its
purported curative and sexual aspects. To that extent, it is heavily associated with the 1950s counterculture
movement, though it did not carry over into the more extensive movements of the 1960s.

William S. Burroughs
William S. Burroughs was a major proponent of orgone research, who often included it as part of the surreal
imagery in his novels. Orgone interested Burroughs particularly because he believed that it could be used to
ease or alleviate "junk sickness"—a popular term for heroin withdrawal. This fitted well in the context of his
novels, which were usually narrative recreations of his own experiences with narcotics and the Beat life.
Burroughs explicitly compares "kicking the habit" to cancer in the novel Junky, and ties it to the use of orgone
accumulators. He writes:
Cancer is rot of tissue in a living organism. In junk sickness the junk dependent cells die and are replaced.
Cancer is a premature death process. The cancer patient shrinks. A junkie shrinks—I have lost up to fifteen
pounds in three days. So I figure if the accumulator is a therapy for cancer, it should be therapy for the aftereffects of junk sickness.
At the time that Burroughs was writing, orgone accumulators were only available from Reich's Orgone Institute
in New York, offered for a ten dollar per month donation. Burroughs built his own instead, substituting rock
wool for the sheet iron, but still achieved the desired effect. Burroughs writes about what occurred once he
started using the accumulator:
Constant use of junk of the years has given me the habit of directing attention inward. When I went into the
accumulator and sat down I noticed a special silence that you sometimes feel in deep woods, sometimes on a
city street, a hum that is more rhythmic vibration than a sound. My skin prickled and I experienced
an aphrodisiac effect similar to good strong weed. No doubt about it, orgones are as definite a force as
electricity. After using the accumulator for several days my energy came back to normal. I began to eat and
could not sleep more than eight hours. I was out of the post cure drag.

Jack Kerouac
In Kerouac's popular novel On the Road, the orgone accumulator was treated more as another type of drug
than as a medical device: primarily a stimulant, with strong sexual overtones. When Sal Paradise visits Old Bull
Lee in the novel (characters representing Kerouac and Burroughs, respectively), Lee's orgone accumulator is
described as follows:
'Say, why don’t you fellows try my orgone accumulator? Put some juice in your bones. I always rush up and
take off ninety miles an hour for the nearest whorehouse, hor-hor-hor!' said Bull Lee… The orgone accumulator

is an ordinary box big enough for a man to sit inside on a chair: a layer of wood, a layer of metal, and another
layer of wood gather in orgones from the atmosphere and hold them captive long enough for a human to
absorb more than a usual share. According to Reich, orgones are vibratory atmospheric atoms of the lifeprinciple. People get cancer because they run out of orgones. Old Bull thought his orgone accumulator would
be improved if the wood he used was as organic as possible, so he tied bushy bayou leaves and twigs to his
mystical outhouse. It stood there in the hot, flat yard, an exfoliate machine clustered and bedecked with
maniacal contrivances. Old Bull slipped off his clothes and went to sit andmoon over his navel.

J.D. Salinger
According to his daughter, J.D. Salinger would sometimes use an orgone accumulator, among an assortment
of other alternative health regimens.[27]

Orson Bean
Noted American actor Orson Bean was once a proponent of orgone therapy and published a well-received
book about it entitled Me and the Orgone.

Dušan Makavejev
Dušan Makavejev opened his 1971 satirical film W.R.: Mysteries of the Organism with documentary coverage
of Reich and his development of orgone accumulators, combining this with other imagery and a fictional subplot in a collage mocking sexual and political authorities.[28] Scenes include one of only "ten or fifteen orgone
boxes left in the country" at that time.[29]

Hawkwind
British space rockers Hawkwind released the track "Orgone Accumulator" as the first track on side three of the
1972 live album, Space Ritual.
I've got an Orgone Accumulator
It makes me feel greater
I'll see you sometime later
When I'm through with my Accumulator

It's no social integrator
It's a one man isolator
It's a back brain stimulator
It's a cerebral vibrator

...But an Orgone Accumulator
Is a superman creator

Kate Bush
The song "Cloudbusting" by British singer Kate Bush describes Reich's arrest and incarceration through the
eyes of his son, Peter.[30]

Devo
The new wave '80s band Devo claimed that their iconic energy dome design was used to recycle the wasted
orgone energy that flows from a person's head. Devo co-founder Mark Mothersbaugh has said,
'We did the red energy dome, which was useful—besides being an icon -- it was a useful icon. You probably
know this very well, but your orgone energy goes out the top of your head and it dissipates out the top, but if
you wear an energy dome it recycles that energy. It comes back down and showers back down on you and,
among other things, you remain manly, shall we say, for maybe another 150 years of your life, probably. I think
that's a safe prediction to say that energy domes -- if you wore them constantly, night and day -- which I don't
do, but there are people out there who do, not too many of them but there are some. We get e-mails from them,
so we know they're out there, those people will probably live about an extra 150 years because of all that
orgone energy that they're saving and not wasting away.'[31]

Evelyn Waugh
An orgone accumulator plays an important role in the semi-autobiographical Evelyn Waugh novel The Ordeal
of Gilbert Pinfold. A neighbour to Mr Pinfold owns a box and with it he experiments on Mr Pinfold's wife. Later,
in a hallucinatory state, Mr Pinfold imagines that his problems have originated from that box.

Warren Leight
Warren Leight's play, Side Man, contains a scene where Gene and Terry receive an orgone box that Gene's
friend's wife made him get rid of.

Hal Duncan
In Hal Duncan's book Ink (The Book of All Hours 2), one of alternative realities is orgone-based, i.e. orgone
("sexual energy") is used as primary energy source.
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Schuman Resonance / Magnetic Field / Isochronic
Tones

The Schumann Resonance (7.8 Hz) has been called the Earths heartbeat, because every
living thing has grown up with this pulse or tone going on in the background. In fact, not
having it can cause physiological problems, as NASA found out when monitoring
astronauts in orbit. Now, there is a frequency generator on each space craft to mimic the
heartbeat.
The Schumann resonances (SR) are a set of spectrum peaks in the extremely low
frequency (ELF) portion of the Earth’s electromagnetic field spectrum. Schumann
resonances are global electromagnetic resonances, excited by lightning discharges in the
cavity formed by the Earth surface and the ionosphere.

Schumann resonances

Animation of Schumann resonance in Earth's atmosphere.

The Schumann resonances (SR) are a set of spectrum peaks in the extremely low frequency (ELF) portion of
the Earth's electromagnetic field spectrum. Schumann resonances are global electromagnetic resonances,
excited by lightning discharges in the cavity formed by the Earth's surface and the ionosphere.

Description
This global electromagnetic resonance phenomenon is named after physicist Winfried Otto Schumann who
predicted it mathematically in 1952. Schumann resonances occur because the space between the surface of
the Earth and the conductive ionosphere acts as a closed waveguide. The limited dimensions of the Earth
cause this waveguide to act as a resonant cavity for electromagnetic waves in the ELF band. The cavity is
naturally excited by electric currents in lightning. Schumann resonances are the principal background in the
electromagnetic spectrum[1] beginning at 3 Hz and extend to 60 Hz,[2] and appear as distinct peaks at
extremely low frequencies (ELF) around 7.86 (fundamental),[3] 14.3, 20.8, 27.3 and 33.8 Hz.[4][5]
In the normal mode descriptions of Schumann resonances, the fundamental mode is a standing wave in the
Earth–ionosphere cavity with a wavelength equal to the circumference of the Earth. This lowest-frequency (and
highest-intensity) mode of the Schumann resonance occurs at a frequency of approximately 7.86 Hz, but this
frequency can vary slightly from a variety of factors, such as solar-induced perturbations to the ionosphere,
which comprises the upper wall of the closed cavity.[citation needed] The higher resonance modes are spaced at
approximately 6.5 Hz intervals,[citation needed] a characteristic attributed to the atmosphere's spherical geometry.
The peaks exhibit a spectral width of approximately 20% on account of the damping of the respective modes in
the dissipative cavity. The eighth overtone lies at approximately 59.9 Hz.[citation needed]

Observations of Schumann resonances have been used to track global lightning activity. Owing to the
connection between lightning activity and the Earth's climate it has been suggested that they may also be used
to monitor global temperature variations and variations of water vapor in the upper troposphere. It has been
speculated that extraterrestrial lightning (on other planets) may also be detected and studied by means of their
Schumann resonance signatures. Schumann resonances have been used to study the lower ionosphere on
Earth and it has been suggested as one way to explore the lower ionosphere on celestial bodies. Effects on
Schumann resonances have been reported following geomagnetic and ionospheric disturbances. More
recently, discrete Schumann resonance excitations have been linked to transient luminous events –
sprites, elves, jets, and other upper-atmospheric lightning. A new field of interest using Schumann resonances
is related to short-term earthquake prediction.

History
The first documented observations of global electromagnetic resonance were made by Nikola Tesla at his
Colorado Springs laboratory in 1899. This observation led to certain peculiar conclusions about the electrical
properties of the Earth, and which made the basis for his idea for wireless energy transmission.[6]
Tesla researched ways to transmit power and energy wirelessly over long distances (via transverse
waves and longitudinal waves). He transmitted extremely low frequencies through the ground as well as
between the Earth's surface and the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. He received patents on wireless transceivers
that developed standing waves by this method. Making mathematical calculations based on his experiments,
Tesla discovered that the resonant frequency of the Earth was approximately 8 hertz (Hz).[citation needed] In the
1950s, researchers confirmed that the resonant frequency of the Earth's ionospheric cavity was in this range
(later named the Schumann resonance).
The first suggestion that an ionosphere existed, capable of trapping electromagnetic waves, was made
by Heaviside and Kennelly in 1902.[7][8] It took another twenty years before Edward Appleton and Barnett in
1925,[9] were able to prove experimentally the existence of the ionosphere.
Although some of the most important mathematical tools for dealing with spherical waveguides were developed
by G. N. Watson in 1918,[10] it was Winfried Otto Schumann who first studied the theoretical aspects of the
global resonances of the earth–ionosphere waveguide system, known today as the Schumann resonances. In
1952–1954 Schumann, together with H. L. König, attempted to measure the resonant
frequencies.[11][12][13][14] However, it was not until measurements made by Balser and Wagner in 1960–
1963[15][16][17][18][19] that adequate analysis techniques were available to extract the resonance information from
the background noise. Since then there has been an increasing interest in Schumann resonances in a wide
variety of fields.

Basic theory

Lightning discharges are considered to be the primary natural source of Schumann resonance excitation;
lightning channels behave like huge antennas that radiate electromagnetic energy at frequencies below about
100 kHz.[20] These signals are very weak at large distances from the lightning source, but the Earth–
ionosphere waveguide behaves like a resonator at ELF frequencies and amplifies the spectral signals from
lightning at the resonance frequencies.[20]
In an ideal cavity, the resonant frequency of the
the speed of light

-th mode

is determined by the Earth radius

and

[11]

.

The real Earth–ionosphere waveguide is not a perfect electromagnetic resonant cavity. Losses due to
finite ionosphere electrical conductivity lower the propagation speed of electromagnetic signals in the
cavity, resulting in a resonance frequency that is lower than would be expected in an ideal case, and the
observed peaks are wide. In addition, there are a number of horizontal asymmetries – day-night difference
in the height of the ionosphere, latitudinal changes in the Earth magnetic field, sudden ionospheric
disturbances, polar cap absorption, etc. that produce other effects in the Schumann resonance power
spectra.

Measurements
Today Schumann resonances are recorded at many separate research stations around the world. The
sensors used to measure Schumann resonances typically consist of two horizontal magnetic inductive
coils for measuring the north-south and east-west components of the magnetic field, and a vertical electric
dipole antenna for measuring the vertical component of the electric field. A typical passband of the
instruments is 3–100 Hz. The Schumann resonance electric field amplitude (~300 microvolts per meter) is
much smaller than the static fair-weather electric field (~150 V/m) in the atmosphere. Similarly, the
amplitude of the Schumann resonance magnetic field (~1 picotesla) is many orders of magnitude smaller
than the Earth magnetic field (~30–50 microteslas).[21] Specialized receivers and antennas are needed to
detect and record Schumann resonances. The electric component is commonly measured with a ball
antenna, suggested by Ogawa et al., in 1966,[22]connected to a high-impedance amplifier. The
magnetic induction coils typically consist of tens- to hundreds-of-thousands of turns of wire wound around
a core of very high magnetic permeability.

Dependence on global lightning activity
From the very beginning of Schumann resonance studies, it was known that they could be used to monitor
global lightning activity. At any given time there are about 2000 thunderstorms around
the globe.[23] Producing ~50 lightning events persecond,[24] these thunderstorms create the background
Schumann resonance signal.

Determining the spatial lightning distribution from Schumann resonance records is a complex problem: in
order to estimate the lightning intensity from Schumann resonance records it is necessary to account for
both the distance to lightning sources as well as the wave propagation between the source and the
observer. The common approach is to make a preliminary assumption on the spatial lightning distribution,
based on the known properties of lightning climatology. An alternative approach is placing the receiver at
the North or South Pole, which remain approximately equidistant from the main thunderstorm centers
during the day.[25] One method not requiring preliminary assumptions on the lightning distribution [26] is
based on the decomposition of the average background Schumann resonance spectra, utilizing ratios
between the average electric and magnetic spectra and between their linear combination. This technique
assumes the cavity is spherically symmetric and therefore does not include known cavity asymmetries that
are believed to affect the resonance and propagation properties of electromagnetic waves in the system.

[edit]Diurnal variations
The best documented and the most debated features of the Schumann resonance phenomenon are the
diurnal variations of the background Schumann resonance power spectrum.
A characteristic Schumann resonance diurnal record reflects the properties of both global lightning activity
and the state of the Earth–ionosphere cavity between the source region and the observer. The
vertical electric field is independent of the direction of the source relative to the observer, and is therefore a
measure of global lightning. The diurnal behavior of the vertical electric field shows three distinct maxima,
associated with the three "hot spots" of planetary lightning activity: 9 UT (Universal Time) peak, linked to
the increased thunderstorm activity from south-east Asia; 14 UT peak associated with the peak in African
lightning activity; and the 20 UT peak resulting for the increase in lightning activity in South America. The
time and amplitude of the peaks vary throughout the year, reflecting the seasonal changes in lightning
activity.

[edit]"Chimney" ranking
In general, the African peak is the strongest, reflecting the major contribution of the African "chimney" to
the global lightning activity. The ranking of the two other peaks – Asian and American – is the subject of a
vigorous dispute among Schumann resonance scientists. Schumann resonance observations made from
Europe show a greater contribution from Asia than from South America. This contradicts optical satellite
and climatological lightning data that show the South American thunderstorm center stronger than the
Asian center.,[24] although observations made from North America indicate the dominant contribution
comes from South America. The reason for such disparity remains unclear, but may have something to do
with the 60 Hz cycling of electricity used in North America (60 Hz being a mode of Schumann Resonance).
Williams and Sátori[27] suggest that in order to obtain "correct" Asia-America chimney ranking, it is
necessary to remove the influence of the day/night variations in the ionospheric conductivity (day-night

asymmetry influence) from the Schumann resonance records. On the other hand, such "corrected" records
presented in the work by Sátori et al.[28] show that even after the removal of the day-night asymmetry
influence from Schumann resonance records, the Asian contribution remains greater than American.
Similar results were obtained by Pechony et al.[29] who calculated Schumann resonance fields from
satellite lightning data. It was assumed that the distribution of lightning in the satellite maps was a good
proxy for Schumann excitations sources, even though satellite observations predominantly measure incloud lightning rather than the cloud-to-ground lightning that are the primary exciters of the resonances.
Both simulations – those neglecting the day-night asymmetry, and those taking this asymmetry into
account, showed same Asia-America chimney ranking. As for today, the reason for the "invert" ranking of
Asia and America chimneys in Schumann resonance records remains unclear and the subject requires
further, targeted research.

[edit]Influence of the day-night asymmetry
In the early literature the observed diurnal variations of Schumann resonance power were explained by the
variations in the source-receiver (lightning-observer) geometry.[15] It was concluded that no particular
systematic variations of the ionosphere (which serves as the upper waveguide boundary) are needed to
explain these variations.[30] Subsequent theoretical studies supported the early estimations of the small
influence of the ionosphere day-night asymmetry (difference between day-side and night-side ionosphere
conductivity) on the observed variations in Schumann resonance field intensities.[31]
The interest in the influence of the day-night asymmetry in the ionosphere conductivity on Schumann
resonances gained new strength in the 1990s, after publication of a work by Sentman and
Fraser.[32] Sentman and Fraser developed a technique to separate the global and the local contributions to
the observed field power variations using records obtained simultaneously at two stations that were widely
separated in longitude. They interpreted the diurnal variations observed at each station in terms of a
combination of a diurnally varying global excitation modulated by the local ionosphere height. Their work,
which combined both observations and energy conservation arguments, convinced many scientists of the
importance of the ionospheric day-night asymmetry and inspired numerous experimental studies.
However, recently it was shown that results obtained by Sentman and Fraser can be approximately
simulated with a uniform model (without taking into account ionosphere day-night variation) and therefore
cannot be uniquely interpreted solely in terms of ionosphere height variation.[33]
Schumann resonance amplitude records show significant diurnal and seasonal variations which in general
coincide in time with the times of the day-night transition (the terminator). This time-matching seems to
support the suggestion of a significant influence of the day-night ionosphere asymmetry on Schumann
resonance amplitudes. There are records showing almost clock-like accuracy of the diurnal amplitude
changes.[28] On the other hand there are numerous days when Schumann Resonance amplitudes do not

increase at sunrise or do not decrease at sunset. There are studies showing that the general behavior of
Schumann resonance amplitude records can be recreated from diurnal and
seasonal thunderstorm migration, without invoking ionospheric variations.[29][31] Two recent independent
theoretical studies have shown that the variations in Schumann resonance power related to the day-night
transition are much smaller than those associated with the peaks of the global lightning activity, and
therefore the global lightning activity plays a more important role in the variation of the Schumann
resonance power.[29][34]
It is generally acknowledged that source-observer effects are the dominant source of the observed diurnal
variations, but there remains considerable controversy about the degree to which day-night signatures are
present in the data. Part of this controversy stems from the fact that the Schumann resonance parameters
extractable from observations provide only a limited amount of information about the coupled lightning
source-ionospheric system geometry. The problem of inverting observations to simultaneously infer both
the lightning source function and ionospheric structure is therefore extremely underdetermined, leading to
the possibility of nonunique interpretations.

[edit]The "inverse problem"
One of the interesting problems in Schumann resonances studies is determining the lightning source
characteristics (the "inverse problem"). Temporally resolving each individual flash is impossible because
the mean rate of excitation by lightning, ~50 lightning events per second globally, mixes up the individual
contributions together. However, occasionally there occur extremely large lightning flashes which produce
distinctive signatures that stand out from the background signals. Called "Q-bursts", they are produced by
intense lightning strikes that transfer large amounts of charge from clouds to the ground, and often carry
high peak current.[22] Q-bursts can exceed the amplitude of the background signal level by a factor of 10 or
more, and appear with intervals of ~10 s,[26] which allows to consider them as isolated events and
determine the source lightning location. The source location is determined with either multi-station or
single-station techniques, and requires assuming a model for the Earth–ionosphere cavity. The multistation techniques are more accurate, but require more complicated and expensive facilities.

[edit]Transient

luminous events research

It is now believed that many of the Schumann resonances transients (Q bursts) are related to the transient
luminous events (TLEs). In 1995 Boccippio et al.[35] showed that sprites, the most common TLE, are
produced by positive cloud-to-ground lightning occurring in the stratiform region of a thunderstorm system,
and are accompanied by Q-burst in the Schumann resonances band. Recent observations[35][36] reveal that
occurrences of sprites and Q bursts are highly correlated and Schumann resonances data can possibly be
used to estimate the global occurrence rate of sprites.[37]

[edit]Global temperature
Williams [1992][38] suggested that global temperature may be monitored with the Schumann resonances.
The link between Schumann resonance and temperature is lightning flash rate, which increases
nonlinearly with temperature.[38] Thenonlinearity of the lightning-to-temperature relation provides a
natural amplifier of the temperature changes and makes Schumann resonance a sensitive "thermometer".
Moreover, the ice particles that are believed to participate in the electrification processes which result in a
lightning discharge[39] have an important role in the radiative feedback effects that influence the
atmosphere temperature. Schumann resonances may therefore help us to understand
these feedback effects. A strong link between global lightning and global temperature has not been
experimentally confirmed as of 2008.

[edit]Upper tropospheric water vapor
Tropospheric water vapor is a key element of the Earth’s climate, which has direct effects as a greenhouse
gas, as well as indirect effect through interaction with clouds, aerosols and tropospheric chemistry. Upper
tropospheric water vapor (UTWV) has a much greater impact on the greenhouse effect than water vapor in
the lower atmosphere,[40] but whether this impact is a positive, or a negative feedback is still
uncertain.[41] The main challenge in addressing this question is the difficulty in monitoring UTWV globally
over long timescales. Continental deep-convective thunderstorms produce most of the lightning discharges
on Earth. In addition, they transport large amount of water vapor into the upper troposphere, dominating
the variations of global UTWV. Price [2000][42] suggested that changes in the UTWV can be derived from
records of Schumann Resonances. According to the effective work made by the Upper Tropospheric
Water Vapor (( UTWV )), we should highlight that the percentage of UTWV in normal condition of the Air
mass can be meauserd as a minimal quantity, so that its influence can be considered very very low; in fact
the higher percentage of it can be only found in the lower Tropspheric layers. But in the case of a high
quantity of UTWV in the highest level of Troposphere, due to a warmer air mass of atlantic origins, for
istance, the Water vapor, due to the low air temperature ((about minus 60 Degrees )) it turns into ice
cristal, becoming clouds as Cirrus or Cirrus Stratus: no Water vapour exists as gas with so low
temperature. So, we can say that the affirmation that Water vapor interacts with cloud, can be considered
wrong as the clouds both those of low level of ((Atmosphere)) and those of higher levels of it are made of
condensed or cristallised Water Vapor.

[edit]Schumann

resonances on other planets

The existence of Schumann-like resonances is conditioned primarily by two factors: (1) a closed,
planetary-sized spherical[dubious – discuss] cavity, consisting of conducting lower and upper boundaries
separated by an insulating medium. For the earth the conducting lower boundary is its surface, and the
upper boundary is the ionosphere. Other planets may have similar electrical conductivity geometry, so it is

speculated that they should possess similar resonant behavior. (2) source of electrical excitation
of electromagnetic waves in the ELF range. Within the Solar System there are five candidates for
Schumann resonance detection besides the Earth: Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and its moon Titan.
Modeling Schumann resonances on the planets and moons of the Solar System is complicated by the lack
of knowledge of the waveguide parameters. No in situ capability exists today to validate the results, but in
the case of Mars there have been terrestrial observations of radio emission spectra that have been
associated with Schumann resonances.[43] The reported radio emissions are not of the primary
electromagnetic Schumann modes, but rather of secondary modulations of the nonthermal microwave
emissions from the planet at approximately the expected Schumann frequencies, and have not been
independently confirmed to be associated with lightning activity on Mars. There is the possibility that future
lander missions could carry in situ instrumentation to perform the necessary measurements. Theoretical
studies are primarily directed to parameterizing the problem for future planetary explorers.
The strongest evidence for lightning on Venus comes from the impulsive electromagnetic waves detected
by Venera 11 and 12 landers. Theoretical calculations of the Schumann resonances at Venus were
reported by Nickolaenko and Rabinowicz [1982][44] and Pechony and Price [2004].[45] Both studies yielded
very close results, indicating that Schumann resonances should be easily detectable on that planet given a
lightning source of excitation and a suitably located sensor.
On Mars detection of lightning activity has been reported by Ruf et al. [2009].[43] The evidence is indirect
and in the form of modulations of the nonthermal microwave spectrum at approximately the expected
Schumann resonance frequencies. It has not been independently confirmed that these are associated with
electrical discharges on Mars. In the event confirmation is made by direct, in situ observations, it would
verify the suggestion of the possibility of charge separation and lightning strokes in the Martian dust storms
made by Eden and Vonnegut [1973][46] and Renno et al. [2003].[47] Martian global resonances were
modeled by Sukhorukov [1991],[48] Pechony and Price [2004][45] and Molina-Cuberos et al. [2006].[49] The
results of the three studies are somewhat different, but it seems that at least the first two Schumann
resonance modes should be detectable. Evidence of the first three Schumann resonance modes is
present in the spectra of radio emission from the lightning detected in Martian dust storms.[43]
It was long ago suggested that lightning discharges may occur on Titan,[50] but recent data from Cassini–
Huygens seems to indicate that there is no lightning activity on this largest satellite of Saturn. Due to the
recent interest in Titan, associated with the Cassini–Huygens mission, its ionosphere is perhaps the most
thoroughly modeled today. Schumann resonances on Titan have received more attention than on any
other celestial body, in works by Besser et al. [2002],[51] Morente et al. [2003],[52] Molina-Cuberos et al.
[2004],[53] Nickolaenko et al. [2003][54] and Pechony and Price [2004].[45] It appears that only the first
Schumann resonance mode might be detectable on Titan.

Jupiter is the only planet where lightning activity has been optically detected. Existence of lightning activity
on that planet was predicted by Bar-Nun [1975][55] and it is now supported by data
from Galileo, Voyagers 1 and 2, Pioneers 10 and 11 and Cassini. Saturn is also expected to have
intensive lightning activity, but the three visiting spacecrafts – Pioneer 11 in 1979, Voyager 1 in 1980
and Voyager 2 in 1981, failed to provide any convincing evidence from optical observations. The strong
storm monitored on Saturn by the Cassini spacecraft produced no visible lightning flashes, although
electromagnetic sensors aboard the spacecraft detected signatures that are characteristic of lightning.
Little is known about the electrical parameters of Jupiter and Saturn interior. Even the question of what
should serve as the lower waveguide boundary is a non-trivial one in case of the gaseous planets. There
seem to be no works dedicated to Schumann resonances on Saturn. To date there has been only one
attempt to model Schumann resonances on Jupiter.[56] Here, the electrical conductivity profile within the
gaseous atmosphere of Jupiter was calculated using methods similar to those used to model stellar
interiors, and it was pointed out that the same methods could be easily extended to the other gas giants
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Given the intense lightning activity at Jupiter, the Schumann resonances
should be easily detectable with a sensor suitably positioned within the planetary-ionospheric cavity.
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hembuster Construction Details
The following was written by Don Croft, who lives in vagabondage
www.worldwithoutparasites.org
Don is using Orgone energy, which was the name given to ch'i, ether, life force, etc., Dr Wilhelm
Reich.
He does this out of respect and gratitude for Reich's life's work and sacrifice.

Cloudbuster Materials

Finished Cloudbuster

Set pipes in bottom spacer

Middle Plywood Spacer

CLOUDBUSTER DIRECTIONS
Carol and I got these specs by dowsing, and they work very, very well, though may not be the last
word, if you get my drift. Let us know at '; document.write( '' );
document.write( addy_text5009 ); document.write( '<\/a>' ); //-->\n
if you can successfully modify it.
BUCKET: Base: 9" in dia., 9" deep. I use two-gallon plastic buckets from the Home Depot paint
department, but two-gallon food buckets, available from restaurants, or two-gallon spackle
buckets from drywall contractors are fine. I leave the buckets on, as the handles make it easier to
move the finished cloudbuster.
COPPER PIPES: Six standard 1" copper pipes, 6' long, open at one end, the capped ends
submerged to within an inch or so of the bottom of the bucket before casting. For portability and
shipping, you can use 12” sections of pipe in the base, adding five-foot lengths by putting couplers
between the 12” and five-foot pieces. You won’t need
to buy as much copper pipe this way, too.
CRYSTALS: I glued a double-terminated quartz crystal, about 2" long, into a .75” section of
garden hose, and one of these devices is glued in turn inside each of the six copper end caps,
pointing in the same direction as the pipe will be after the cap is glued on. I use 'Goop' glue. I
taped around the cap where it joined the pipe to prevent resin from leaking into the cap during
casting.
METAL PARTICLES: Get some metal particles from a machine shop, recycling yard or a place
where they saw a lot of aluminum (sign shops and aluminum fabrication shops are good places to
look). I use aluminum for weight considerations, but ANY metal will do. Very fine particles (such
as filings from a key-making machine)
aren’t quite as good as ones that will easily go through a window screen & slightly bigger ones are
okay. There really is a wide margin of suitability! .
PLYWOOD: Template 1 - 3/4” exterior plywood is used to make the base for the copper
endcaps/pipes. I arrange the six pipes evenly around a 2 1/2” radius circle, which makes the pipes
2 1/2” apart on centers. A flat, 1 1/4” auger bit drills a suitable hole for each end cap.
Template 2 - Make another piece to fit inside the rim of the bucket. Remember to cut a section
away so you can fit your fingers under it to remove it from the bucket. This piece is not part of the
finished CB, just used to get the spacing for the pipes right during construction. Cut the holes in
this with a 1 1/8” flat bit so that it will fit well over the six pipes. This piece will hold the pipes in
position while the second batch of resin hardens.
Template 3 - I make a circular plywood spacer for the top ends of the pipes, 4” radius with 1 1/8”
holes on the same 2 1/2” radius circles for the pipe ends. This keeps the pipes parallel with each
other and fairly rigid so you can point it at unholy things like predatory entities and City Hall ;-)

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE TEMPLATE
RESIN: I use polyester resin (used to build fiberglass boats) but epoxy also works, as does
envirotech resin from www.eti-usa.com (this sets up very quickly, so you need to be proficient with
it). (If you are going to construct many of these units, try to purchase your resin in 5 gallon
buckets over the internet, possibly from a surfboard or boat manufacturing supply company. ACE
hardware for $12.95 per gallon. Home depot gets $24 per gallon for resin.
On a level surface, pour an inch or so of catalyzed resin into the bottom of the bucket and stir in
metal particles until the surface is uniform and flat.
The ratio that seems to work is approx. one part resin to one part metal particles.
Put the base wood Template 1 onto that before it hardens, so that it just touches the surface and
doesn't sink in much. Pour a half gallon of catalyzed resin into the bucket after the six pipes are
set into the holes in the base template. Use the dowel to stir in handfuls of metal particles in the
same ratio as before. Note that the wood Template 1 should not be pushed down to the bottom of
the bucket with the resin squishing over the top.
Expeditiously move the Template 2 down on to the six pipes until it is snugly within the rim of the
bucket. Put the top Template 3 onto the top of the pipes and move them until the pipes are
parallel. After the resin has hardened, remove the second template and set it aside. This is only
used during construction, as I mentioned.
You can finish off putting the resin/metal mixture in now in two stages if you want, up to within a
half inch of the rim of the bucket. Now it’s finished (wait until it hardens before you shoot anything
;-)

A MONEY SAVING SUGGESTION, ALSO FOR BETTER PORTABILITY:
Cut six pipes, 12" long, and put the crystals/endcaps on them for the base. Buy six joints which
allow a pipe to come into them from both directions and stop at the middle. This allows you to
make the rest of the pipe assembly from three pipes, 10' long, cut in half. The finished product
leaves you with only one piece of pipe, four feet long leftover.
When positioning the 12" pipes for pouring the second layer of mix, temporarily tape the top ends
of the 12" pipes so no metal particles are dropped in them by mistake.
After the mix is made, take off the tape and push the rim plywood piece down onto the pipes so
that it fits into the rim of the bucket.
Put the spacers, then the 5' pipes onto the 12"base pipes, then put the third (top) plywood piece
onto the tips.
The pipes will look skewed, most likely, so just twist the top plywood piece around until the pipes
line up parallel. As you do that, the rim plywood piece will move around. You need to do this
expeditiously, though not in a hurry, so that the resin doesn't harden before you're done.
We experimented with 5' extensions to the pipes to increase the range. It had a strong effect on
the moon and on the upper atmosphere of the planet for hundreds of miles. We also apparently

shut down the weather warfare facility under Homestead Air Force Base while we were in the
Keys by leaving the extended cloudbuster pointing at the dead orgone field above it for a week.
We found that we don't need to point it in any particular direction in order to clear the atmosphere
of bad orgone, and the longer it's left standing, the nicer it feels for a longer distance from the
cloudbuster (many miles). We just stand it on its bottom, pointing straight up. We did once
eliminate a belt of smog which was just off the coast by aiming at it for a few minutes, so direction
can be a factor.
We also severely alarmed the operators of a ufo that was in the vicinity. It instantaneously shot
out into space, where it remained in the same position relative to us, so the basic 6' long pipe
configuration apparently only affects the atmosphere.
Do be discriminating which UFO’s you aim at, though. If they are not predatory and you make
them mad, they may pay you back by messing with your carburetor or something, as they did to
us once. The really advanced ones are not susceptible to the cloudbuster, as they apparently
don’t need a deadly orgone field to operate. Our take is that all but these use nuclear fusion or
some other noxious, old-paradigm energy source. It’s open season on the B Sirian craft and other
predatory ones, as far as we’re concerned. They can’t hurt you, by the way, if you aren’t afraid of
them. Universal law restricts them more than it does us. We can pay later for breaking it, but they
are just unable to break it, apparently.
Cloudbusters destroy chemtrails consistently. It may take a few days for your cloudbuster to
activate the environment enough to do this, but after that point the spew will disappear within
seconds of leaving the UN jets and dissipated trails that drift within range of the cloudbuster will
also disperse, but more slowly. The ones that are made up of solids take longer to dissipate, but
we’ve found that these only make up about 10% or so of the spewing episodes.
The evil intent of the UN is most apparent to me in the fact that Lucis Trust (formerly Lucifer Trust)
publishes all of its official literature and dictates its philosophy. Only this belief system, which
closely resembles the doctrine of the Nazi party, could condone the rampant genocide which is
now being carried out by the UN.
Dr. Reich’s cloudbusters were extremely dangerous when in operation since he had no orgone
generator attached to them. Bad orgone does carry a charge which can quickly drain one’s life
force away when it’s concentrated in one spot. It's slightly similar to a strong positively charges
static electrical field. When cloudcover is unproductive or unbalanced (too much lightning, for
instance, or too much rain) the cloudbuster busts it up. We plowed a furrow through a line of
artificially created thunderstorm in June, 2001. Carol said the square-shaped thunderheads were
chock full of predatory ET's, bent on mutilating animals at the time.
It also stops droughts. Overall, it just balances the weather, I think it sort of mediates between the
ground and the atmosphere somehow. The one in Namibia finally brought heavy rain to the desert
there. It happened 9/5/01, and continued for several days. Gert, the fellow who made the
cloudbuster and reported the occurrence, told me that this had simply never happened in the
Namib desert before to the best of anyone's knowledge. It's arguably the driest region on the
planet.

WARNING: If you touch the pipes when they’re drawing in strong unbalanced or dead orgone and
don’t put your hand on the base after that, you may experience headaches, even into the next
day, as a friend of ours did recently.
Mind you that our efforts, though somewhat pioneering, should be seen mainly as a springboard
for further developments rather than the last word.
Somebody's starting a list for cloudbuster aficionados shortly.
SUGGESTION: If you want even more rain, try putting water on top of the material in the bucket
and/or hosing down the whole apparatus daily.

We need to teach our children humility
and respect for the land and the
natural growth process of life. To work
with it not try to control it.

